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TRACE OF CANONICAL MODULES, ANNIHILATOR OF EXT, AND
CLASSES OF RINGS CLOSE TO BEING GORENSTEIN
HAILONG DAO, TOSHINORI KOBAYASHI, AND RYO TAKAHASHI
Abstract. In this note we study trace ideals of canonical modules. Characterizations
of the trace ideals in terms of annihilators of certain Ext modules are given. We apply
our results to study many classes of rings close to being Gorenstein that appear in recent
literature. We discuss the behavior of nearly Gorensteinness, introduced by Herzog-
Hibi-Stamate, under reductions by regular sequences. A nearly Gorenstein version of
the Tachikawa conjecture is posed, and an affirmative answer given for type 2 rings. We
also introduce the class of weakly almost Gorenstein rings using the canonical module,
and show that they are almost Gorenstein rings in dimension one, and are closely related
to Teter rings in the artinian case. We explain their basic properties and give some
examples.
1. Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring. Recall that for an M-module, its trace ideal trM is a
sum of images of all homomorphisms from M to R. Trace ideals have been studied in
various situations and have enjoyed a surge in popularity in recent years, see [10, 18, 20]
and the references therein.
The trace ideals of canonical modules over Cohen–Macaulay rings are quite important
tools to understand the difference between Gorenstein rings and non-Gorenstein rings. For
example, it is known that the trace ideal of a canonical module defines a non-Gorenstein
locus of the ring; see [9, Lemma 1.4]. There are many works on the trace ideals of canonical
modules [13, 14, 15].
In this paper, we compare trace ideals of canonical modules with annihilators of certain
Ext modules. Our first main result is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let (R,m) be a d-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical
module ω. Then equalities trω = annExt>0R (ω,modR) = annExt
1
R(CM(R), R) hold.
Additionally assume that R is Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum. Then an equality
trω = annExtd+1R (Trω,R) holds, where Trω is the transpose of ω.
For the explanation of the notations and the proof, see Definition 2.1, Theorem 2.3 and
Proposition 2.11.
Using Theorem 1.1, we study nearly Gorenstein rings. Recall that a Cohen–Macaulay
local ring (R,m) with a canonical module ω is nearly Gorenstein if trω contains the
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maximal ideal m [13]. We consider a situation that x is a regular sequence of a local ring
R and R/(x) is nearly Gorenstein. In general, R may not be nearly Gorenstein. However,
if we take suitable regular sequences x, we can characterize the nearly Gorensteinness of
R by that of R/(x). Indeed, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let (R,m) be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) R is nearly Gorenstein.
(2) R/(x) is nearly Gorenstein for any R-regular sequence x = x1, . . . , xt.
(3) R admits an R-regular sequence x = x1, . . . , xt in m
2 such that R/(x) is nearly Goren-
stein.
(4) R admits an R-regular sequence x = x1, . . . , xt in trω such that R/(x) is nearly
Gorenstein.
The almost Gorenstein local rings of dimension one is a notable subclass of nearly
Gorenstein rings. While trying to give similar characterizations of such rings as in Theo-
rem 1.2, we discover the class of weakly almost Gonrestein rings. We say that a Cohen–
Macaulay local ring (R,m) of dimension at most 1 is weakly almost Gonrestein ring if it
has a canonical module ω and an exact sequence R → ω → (R/m)⊕n → 0 for some n.
Note that the first map might not be injective. We show that weakly almost Gorenstein
rings are nearly Gorenstein (Theorem 5.6). Also we see that the class of almost Gorenstein
local rings of dimension one fits into the following characterization.
Theorem 1.3. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring having a canonical module ω and
Krull dimension 1. Then the followings are equivalent.
(1) R is an almost Gorenstein ring.
(2) R is weakly almost Gorenstein.
(3) R/(x) is weakly almost Gorenstein for any R-regular element x ∈ m.
(4) R/(x) is weakly almost Gorenstein for some R-regular element x ∈ m2.
Note that by the above theorem, we can easily construct a weakly almost Gorenstein
ring R/(x) from an almost Gorenstein ring of dimension one and a regular element x.
We also provide some examples of weakly almost Gorenstein artinian rings of embedding
dimension three (Example 5.13 and 5.14).
On the other hand, weakly almost Gorenstein artinian rings are closely related to
another well-studied class of rings called Teter rings, studied by Teter, Huneke-Vraciu,
and others ([1, 15]).
Theorem 1.4. Let (R,m, k) be an artinian local ring such that k is infinite. The following
conditions are equivalent.
(1) R is weakly almost Gorenstein.
(2) There exists an ideal I ⊆ socR such that R/I is Gorenstein.
(3) R/ socR is Teter.
(4) R/ socR has self-canonical dual maximal ideal (i.e. HomR(m/ socR, ω) ∼= m/ socR.)
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we collect preliminary notions,
and prove Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.11). In section 3, we discuss
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the behavior of trace ideals of canonical modules under reductions by regular sequences.
Especially, we give the proof of Theorem 1.2. In section 4, we pose a question about
nearly Gorenstein rings in the context of Tachikawa conjecture. We give a partial answer
for the question in the case of Cohen–Macaulay type 2. In section 5, we study weakly
almost Gorenstein rings. Theorem 1.3 and 1.4 are proved in this section.
2. Trace ideal and annhilation of Ext modules
Throughout this paper, we assume that all rings are commutative and noetherian, and
that all modules are finitely generated. We allow an empty set to be a regular sequence
of an module. For a ring R, we denote by modR the category of R-modules. If R is
Cohen–Macaulay and local, we denote by CMR the category of maximal Cohen–Macaulay
R-modules.
In this section we give some characterizations of trace ideals of canonical modules.
Definition 2.1. Let R be a ring.
(1) Set (−)∗ = HomR(−, R). The trace ideal trM of an R-module M is defined by:
trM =
∑
f∈M∗
Im f = (f(x) | f ∈M∗, x ∈M).
(2) For R-modules M,N we denote by HomR(M,N) the quotient of HomR(M,N) by the
maps M → N factoring through a free module. We set EndR(M) = HomR(M,M).
(3) We denote by modR := modR/[addR] the stable category of R [2]. Here addR is a
full subcategory of modR consists of all projective R-modules.
(4) Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay ring with canonical module ω. For R-modules M,N we
denote by HomR(M,N) the quotient of HomR(M,N) by the maps M → N factoring
through a direct sum of copies of ω. We set EndR(M) = HomR(M,M).
(5) For an R-module M , annExt1R(M,modR) consists of elements a ∈ R which annihi-
lates Ext1R(M,N) for all N ∈ modR. We use similar notations for Tor, Hom and Hom.
We define annExt>0R (M,modR) to be the intersection
⋂
i>0 annExt
i
R(M,modR).
(6) For an R-module M , let P1
ϕ
−→ P0 → M → 0 be a exact sequence with projec-
tive modules P1, P0. The first syzygy module ΩM of M is defined as the image
of ϕ. Also we define n-th syzygy module ΩnM inductively as Ω(Ωn−1M). The
(Auslander) transpose TrM of M is defined as the cokernel of the homomorphism
ϕ∗ : HomR(P0, R) → HomR(P1, R). Note that the isomorphism classes of Ω
nM and
TrM up to projective direct summands are independent of the choise of ϕ. Moreover
Ω gives an endofunctor modR→ modR and Tr gives a duality of modR [2].
The following lemma is shown by [17, Lemma 2.14] and its proof.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Then there are equalities
annEndR(M) = annExt
1
R(M,ΩM) = annExt
>0
R (M,modR).
The following theorem gives characterizations of trace ideals of canonical modules. It
includes the first equalities of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.3. Let (R,m) be a d-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canonical
module ω. The following sets of elements of R are all equal.
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(1) trω,
(2) The set of elements a ∈ R such that the map R
a
−→ R factors through a direct sum of
copies of ω,
(3) The set of elements a ∈ R such that the map ω
a
−→ ω factors through a free module,
(4) annEndR(ω) = annTor
R
1 (Trω, ω),
(5) annHomR(ω,modR) = annTor
R
1 (Trω,modR),
(6) annHomR(modR, ω) = annTor
R
1 (modR, ω),
(7) annExt1R(ω,Ωω), (8) annExt
>0
R (ω,modR), (9) annExt
1
R(CM(R), R),
(10) annExtd+1R (modR,R), (11) annEndR(R), (12) annHomR(R,modR),
(13) annHomR(modR,R).
Proof. The equalities in (4), (5) and (6) follow from [23, Lemma 3.9] and the fact that Tr
gives a duality of modR. We set (−)† = HomR(−, ω).
(1) = (2): See [19, Lemma 11.41] for instance.
(2) = (3): Application of the functor (−)† shows this; note that HomR(ω, ω) ∼= R.
(3) = (4) = (5) = (6): Note that for R-modules M,N we have HomR(M,N) = 0 if
either M or N is free. Let a ∈ R. If the map ω
a
−→ ω factors through a free module,
HomR(M,ω)
a
−→ HomR(M,ω) and HomR(ω,M)
a
−→ HomR(ω,M) are zero maps for all
R-modules M . On the other hand, if a annihilates EndR(ω), then a · idω = (ω
a
−→ ω)
factors through a free module.
(2) = (11) = (12) = (13): These equalities follow from the dual argument to the proof
of the equalities (3) = (4) = (5) = (6).
(4) = (7) = (8): Lemma 2.2 show this.
(8) ⊆ (9) ⊆ (7): We have
annExt>0R (ω,modR) ⊆ annExt
1
R(ω,CM(R)) = annExt
1
R(CM(R), R),
annExt1R(ω,CM(R)) ⊆ annExt
1
R(ω,Ωω).
Here the equality follows from the isomorphism
(2.3.1) Ext1R(M,R)
∼= Ext1R(ω,M
†)
for each M ∈ CM(R), which is shown by [6, (A.4.22)], and the fact that (−)† gives a
duality of CM(R). The second inclusion holds since Ωω is in CM(R).
(9) ⊆ (10): There is an isomorphism Extd+1R (M,R)
∼= Ext1R(Ω
dM,R), and ΩdM belongs
to CM(R).
(10) ⊆ (9): Pick an element a ∈ annExtd+1R (modR,R). What we need to show is that
aExt1R(M,R) = 0 for all M ∈ CM(R). Let us do this by induction on d. When d = 0,
there is nothing to prove. Assume d > 0, and let x ∈ m be any R-regular element. Then
the exact sequence
0→M
x
−→ M →M/xM → 0
induces a commutative diagram
Ext1R(M/xM,R) −−−→ Ext
1
R(M,R)
x
−−−→ Ext1R(M,R)
δ
−−−→ Ext2R(M/xM,R)
a
y ay ay
Ext1R(M,R)
x
−−−→ Ext1R(M,R)
δ
−−−→ Ext2R(M/xM,R)
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with exact rows. Since aExtd+1R (modR,R) = 0, we have aExt
d+1
R (modR/(x), R) = 0, and
hence aExtdR/(x)(modR/(x), R/(x)) = 0 by [5, Lemma 3.1.16]. The induction hypothesis
implies that the multiplication map
Ext1R/(x)(M/xM,R/(x))
a
−→ Ext1R/(x)(M/xM,R/(x))
is zero. This map can be identified with the multiplication map
Ext2R(M/xM,R)
a
−→ Ext2R(M/xM,R),
and therefore the right-end vertical map in the above diagram is zero. This implies that
for each element z ∈ Ext1R(M,R) we have δ(az) = 0, and az ∈ Ker δ = xExt
1
R(M,R).
Replacing x with its any power xi, we have az ∈ xi Ext1R(M,R) for all i > 0. Thus az ∈⋂
i>0 x
i Ext1R(M,R) = 0 by Krull’s intersection theorem. It follows that aExt
1
R(M,R) = 0,
which is what we want. 
As a corollary, we get the following inclusion of ideals. We use this result in Section 4.
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canonical module ω. Then
trω is contained in annExtiR(ω,R) for all i > 0.
Proof. The assertion follows by Theorem 2.3 (1) = (9). 
The following notions are introduced in [13] and [21].
Definition 2.5 (Herzog–Hibi–Stamate). Let (R,m) be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with
canonical module ω. Then R is called nearly Gorenstein if trω contains m.
Definition 2.6 (Striuli–Vraciu). Let (R,m) be an artinian local ring. Then R is called
almost Gorenstein if 0 : (0 : I) ⊆ I : m for all ideals I of R. For an artinian ring R, it is
shown in [15, Proposition 1.1] that R is almost Gorenstein if it is nearly Gorenstien.
Theorem 2.3 immediately yields the following.
Corollary 2.7. Let (R,m) be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canonical module ω.
Then R is nearly Gorenstein if and only if mExt1(CM(R), R) = 0.
The following result is given in [21, Proposition 2.2], which follows from combining our
Corollary 2.7 with [13, Proposition 2.3(b)].
Corollary 2.8 (Striuli–Vraciu). Let (R,m) be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canonical
module. If mExt1(CM(R), R) = 0, then R/Q is almost Gorenstein for all parameter ideals
Q of R.
Remark 2.9. In [21, Proposition 2.2] the existence of a canonical module is not assumed.
Now we aim to show the second equality of Theorem 1.1 with an assumption that the
ring is Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum. We prepare the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10. Let (R,m) be a d-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canonical
module ωR. Let M be an R-module of finite length. Then annRM = annR Ext
d
R(M,ωR).
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Proof. Clearly, annRM is contained in annR Ext
d
R(M,ωR). Put N = Ext
d
R(M,ωR) and
take an element a ∈ annRN . There are isomorphisms
N̂ ∼= Extd
R̂
(M̂, ωR̂)
∼= (H0m̂(M̂))
∨ = (M̂)∨,
where (̂) denotes the m-adic completion, (−)∨ the Matlis dual, the second isomorphism
follows from the local duality theorem, and the equality comes from the fact that M̂ has
finite length. We have aÊ = 0, hence a(M̂)∨ = 0, and therefore aM = 0. 
The following proposition completes the Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 2.11. Let (R,m) be a d-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canoni-
cal module ω. Suppose that R is locally Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum SpecR\{m}.
Then trω = annExtd+1R (Trω,R).
Proof. In our setting, ω is locally free on the punctured spectrum. In particular,
EndR(ω) = Tor
R
1 (Trω, ω) has finite length as an R-module. There are isomorphisms
Extd+1R (Trω,R)
∼= Ext1R(Ω
d Trω,R) ∼= Ext1R(ω, (Ω
dTrω)†) ∼= ExtdR(EndR(ω), ω),
where (−)† = HomR(−, ω), and the second and third isomorphisms follow from (2.3.1)
and [23, Lemma 3.10], respectively. Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 2.3 yield equalities
annExtd+1R (Trω,R) = annEndR(ω) = trω. 
In the rest of this section, we deal with the case that R is not necessarily Gorenstein
on the punctured spectrum. First we put the following lemma.
Lemma 2.12. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Then an inclusion annEndR(M) ⊆
annExt1R(TrM,R) holds.
Proof. We set (−)∗ = HomR(−, R). The R-module Ext
1
R(TrM,R) is isomorphic to the
kernel K of the homomorphism M → M∗∗ which is given by x 7→ [f 7→ f(x)] for x ∈ M
and f ∈ M∗; See [19, Proposition 12.5] for instance. Note that K coincides with the
submodule
⋂
f∈M∗ Ker f of M . Let x ∈ annEndR(M). Then the multiplication map
x : M → M factor through a free module F . By the identification above, the image
of K in F vanishes. This yields that xK = 0. Therefore annEndR(M) ⊆ annK =
annExt1R(TrM,R). 
Recall that for an integer n ≥ 1, an R-module M is called n-torsionfree [2] if
ExtiR(TrM,R) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 2.13. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Assume M is n-torsionfree. Then
an inclusion annEndR(M) ⊆ annExt
n+1
R (TrM,R) holds.
Proof. Set N := TrΩn TrM . Since M is n-torsionfree, one has EndR(N)
∼= EndR(M) by
using the equivalences in [16, Lemma 2.3]. The calculations
Extn+1R (TrM,R)
∼= Ext1R(Ω
n TrM,R) ∼= Ext1R(Tr(TrΩ
n TrM), R) = Ext1R(TrN,R)
and Lemma 2.12 show that annEndR(N) ⊆ annExt
n+1
R (TrM,R). Thus we conclude that
annEndR(M) ⊆ annExt
n+1
R (TrM,R). 
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The n-torsionfreeness of a canonical module can be seen as follows. This is well-known
to experts. For the convenience of the reader, we include a proof.
Lemma 2.14. Let R be a d-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical
module ω. Then ω is d + 1-torsionfree if and only if R is Gorenstein. Consequently, for
n ≥ 1, ω is n-torsionfree if and only if Rp is Gorenstein for all prime ideal p of R with
ht p ≤ n− 1.
Proof. The “if” part is obvious. Conversely assume that ω is d + 1-torsionfree. Then
there exists an R-module X ∈ CMR with a short exact sequence 0→ ω → F → X → 0,
where F is a free module; See [16, Proposition 2.4]. Since Ext1R(X,ω) vanishes, this exact
sequence splits. It follows that ω is a summand of F , which implies that ω is isomorphic
to R. Thus R is Gorenstein. 
We denote by NG(R) the non-Gorenstein locus of R, that is, the set of prime ideals p
of R such that Rp is not Gorenstein.
Corollary 2.15. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canonical module ω. Put
h = codimNG(R). Then an inclusion trω ⊆ annExth+1R (Trω,R) holds.
Proof. Note that ω is h-torsionfree by Lemma 2.14. Therefore the assertion follows by
Lemma 2.13. 
We close this section by posing some questions related to the corollary above, and put
some remarks on them.
Question 2.16. Let R be a d-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local ring with canonical
module ω.
(1) Does there exist an R-module M such that trω = annExtd+1R (M,R)?
(2) Put h = codimNG(R). Then, does the equality trω = annExth+1R (Trω,R) hold?
Remark 2.17. (1) Proposition 2.11 says that Question 2.16(1) is affirmative if R is lo-
cally Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum.
(2) The unmixed parts of the equality in Question 2.16(2) coincide. In fact, let I (resp. J)
be the unmixed part of the left (resp. right) hand side. Take any p ∈ AsshR(R/ trω).
Then we have ht p = h and see that Rp is locally Gorenstein on the punctured spec-
trum. Proposition 2.11 implies that
Ip = (trR ω)p = trRp ωp = annRp Ext
h+1
Rp
(TrRp ωp, Rp) = (annR Ext
h+1
R (TrR ω,R))p.
(3) The equality in Proposition 2.11 is not true in general. Let R = k[[x, y, z]]/(x, y)3 with
k a field. Then d = 1, and we have trω = (x, y)2, while annExtd+1(Trω,R) = (x, y).
On the other hand, R satisfies the equality in Question 2.16(2); one has NG(R) = V(0)
and h = 0.
3. Reduction by a regular sequence
We recall the notion of residues for Cohen–Macaulay local rings introduced in [13].
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Definition 3.1 (Herzog–Hibi–Stamate). Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a
canonical module ω. Assume R is locally Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum so that
tr(ω) is m-primary. Then we call the colength ℓR(R/ tr(ω)) the residue of R, and denote
by res(R).
It directly follows from the definition that R is Gorenstein if and only if res(R) = 0,
and R is nearly Gorenstein if and only if res(R) ≤ 1. Some upper bound of res(R) for an
artinian ring R is given by Ananthnarayan [1]. On the trace ideal of ω and reductions by
regular sequences, the following lemma is fundamental.
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ωR and an
R-regular sequence (x) in m. Set R′ = R/(x). Then a containment trR(ωR)R
′ ⊆ trR′(ωR′)
holds. In particular, one has an inequality res(R) ≥ res(R′).
Proof. We reffer to [13, Proposition 2.3] and its proof. 
Remark 3.3. In general, res(R) might be strictly bigger than res(R′). Indeed, let R be
the local numerical semigroup ring k[[t3, t7, t8]] over a field k. Then R is an integral domain
of dimension one, and so it is locally Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum. The matrix
A =
(
x21 x2 x3
x2 x3 x
3
1
)
provides a minimal free resolution
0→ S2
At
−→ S3 → S → R→ 0
of R over a regular local ring S = k[[x1, x2, x3]]. It then follows from [13, Proposition
6.3] that tr(R) = I1(A)R = (t
6, t7, t8) 6= m. On the other hand, the element t3 ∈ m is
R-regular, and R/(t3) is isomorphic to k[x2, x3]/(x2, x3)
2 =: R′. It is easy to check that
R′ is nearly Gorenstein. Thus we have res(R/(t3)) = 1 < res(R) = 2.
On the other hand, we claim in Theorem 1.2 that a local ring (R,m) is nearly Gorenstein
if x is a regluar sequence in m2 and R/(x) is nearly Gorenstein. We give the proof of
Theorem 1.2 in the followings by using Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In all directions, we may assume R is non-Gorenstein.
(1) ⇒ (2): This implication follows by Lemma 3.2. (2) ⇒ (3) and (4): These implica-
tions are clear. (3) ⇒ (1): By an induction argument, we reduce the proof to the case
when t = 1.
Hence we may assume x = x and R′ := R/(x) is nearly Gorenstein. We aim to show
that R is nearly Gorenstein. Fix an R-module M ∈ CM(R). Take an element y ∈ m.
Consider a commutative diagram
· · · // Ext1R(M,R)
x
//
y

Ext1R(M,R)
α
//
y

Ext2R(M/xM,R)
//
y

· · ·
· · · // Ext1R(M,R)
x
// Ext1R(M,R)
β
// Ext2R(M/xM,R)
// · · ·
with exact rows induced by a short exact sequence 0 → M → M → M/xM → 0. Note
that Ext2R(M/xM,R
′) is isomorphic to Ext1R′(M/xM,R
′). Since R′ is nearly Gorenstein,
y annihilates Ext1R′(CM(R
′), R′) by Theorem 2.3. Therefore the diagram above yields that
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y Ext1R(M,R) is contained in xExt
1
R(M,R). It follows that mExt
1
R(M,R) is contained in
xExt1R(M,R). Since x belongs to m
2, Nakayama’s lemma implies that mExt1R(M,R) = 0.
Thus mExt1R(CM(R), R) = 0. By Theorem 2.3, this equality means that R is nearly
Gorenstien.
(4) ⇒ (1): We only need to prove the assertion in the case that t = 1 and x = x.
Suppose that R′ := R/(x) is nearly Gorenstein. Fix an R-module M ∈ CM(R). Since
x ∈ trω, x annihilates Ext1R(M,R) by Theorem 2.3. We have an injection Ext
1
R(M,R)→
Ext1R′(M/xM,R
′). It follows that mExt1R(M,R) = 0. Thus mExt
1
R(CM(R), R) = 0. 
We also make a comparison of trR(ωR) and trR′(ωR′), where R
′ = R/(x) for some
regular sequence x in more general cases. We prepare the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a ring, and M,N be R-modules. Assume x be a regular ele-
ment on M and N such that x ∈ ann(ExttR(M,N) ∩ Ext
t+1
R (M,N)) Then there exists an
isomorphism
ExttR/(xu)(M/x
uM,N/xuN) ∼= ExttR(M,N)⊕ Ext
t+1
R (M,N)
for any u ≥ 2.
Proof. Consider a commutative diagram
0 // M
xu
//
x

M //
id

M/xuM //

0
0 // M
xu−1
// M // M/xu−1M // 0
(3.4.1)
with exact rows. Taking the long exact sequence induced by the functor HomR(−, N), we
get a commutative diagram
· · ·
xu−1
// ExttR(M,N) //
x

Extt+1R (M/x
u−1M,N)
α
//
γ

Extt+1R (M,N)
xu−1
//
id

· · ·
· · ·
xu
// ExttR(M,N)
// Extt+1R (M/x
uM,N)
β
// Extt+1R (M,N)
xu
// · · ·
with exact rows. Since xu−1 and xu annihilates ExttR(M,N) and Ext
t+1
R (M,N), the 3-
terms of both rows become short exact sequences. The homomorphism on left-terms is a
multiplication by x, and hence it is zero. Therefore a homomorphism δ : Extt+1R (M,N)→
Extt+1R (M/x
uM,N) with δα = γ is induced. It yields equalities βδα = βγ = idα, and the
surjectivity of α implies that βδ = id. This shows a direct sum decomposition
Extt+1R (M/x
uM,N) ∼= ExttR(M,N)⊕ Ext
t+1
R (M,N)
Since xu is regular on N , the left-hand side is isomorphic to
ExttR/(xu)(M/x
uM,N/xuN)
by [5, Lemma 3.1.16]. 
The following lemma is essentially same as the proposition [23, Proposition 6.15] given
by Yoshino in the context of efficient system of parameters (see also [19, Proposition
15.8]). For our convenience, we give a proof.
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Lemma 3.5. Let R be a ring, and M,N be R-modules. Assume x = x1, . . . , xt is a
regular sequence on M and N such that (x) ⊆ annExtiR(M,N) for all i = 1, . . . , t. Then
for any homomorphism f˜ : M/xu+1M → N/xu+1N , where u ≥ 1 is an integer, there exists
a homomorphism f : M → N such that f ⊗R R/(x
u) is equal to f˜ ⊗R R/(x
u).
Proof. Fix a homomorphism f˜ : M/xu+1M → N/xu+1N . First consider the case t = 1, in
order to start an induction argument. Consider a commutative diagram same as (3.4.1).
Then applying HomR(M,−) to obtain a commutative diagram
HomR(M,N) //
id

HomR(M,N/x
u+1N) //
φ

Ext1R(M,N)
x

HomR(M,N) // HomR(M,N/x
uN) // Ext1R(M,N)
with exact rows. Then one has HomR(M,N/x
u+1N) ∼= HomR(M/t
u+1M,N/xu+1N), and
so f˜ can be regard as an element of HomR(M,N/x
u+1N). By the assumption, the vertical
map x on the right of the diagram is zero. Thus φ(f˜) has a lift f ∈ HomR(M,N). This
means that f˜ ⊗R R/(x
u) = f ⊗R R/(x
u).
Now assume that the assertion holds for 1, . . . , t − 1 and we shall proceed an induc-
tion. By Lemma 3.4, (x′) := (x2, . . . , xt) annihilates Ext
i
R/(xu+1
1
)
(M/xu+11 M,N/x
u+1
1 N)
for all i = 1, . . . , t − 1. Remark that the sequence x2, . . . , xt is regular on M/x
u+1
1 M
and N/xu+11 N . Thus applying the induction hypothesis to the ring R
′ := R/(xu+11 ), we
obtain a homomorphism f ′ : M/xu+11 M → N/x
u+1
1 N such that f
′⊗R′ R
′/(x′u) is equal to
f˜⊗R′R
′/(x′u). By the first step of the induction, we have a lift f : M → N of f ′⊗RR/(x
u
1).
Then f satisfies the desired equality. 
We aim to apply the above lemma for a pair of modules ω,R.
Theorem 3.6. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω. Let x =
x1, . . . , xt be an R-regular sequence, u ≥ 1 be an integer, R
′ = R/(xu+1) and π : R→ R′ be
the natural surjection. Assume that x is contained in annExtiR(ω,R) for all i = 1, . . . , t.
(1) trR(ωR) + (x
u) = π−1(trR′(ωR′)) + (x
u).
(2) If xu is contained in trR(ω), then res(R) = res(R
′).
Proof. (1) It is enough to show that trR(ωR)R
′′ = trR′(ωR′)R
′′, where R′′ = R/(xu).
By Lemma 3.2, trR(ωR)R
′ is contained in trR′(ωR′). Thus the inclusion trR(ωR)R
′′ ⊆
trR′(ωR′)R
′′ is obvious. Take homomorphisms f˜1, . . . , f˜s : ωR′ → R
′ such that trR′(ωR′) =
Im f˜1 + · · ·+ Im f˜s. Note that ωR′ is isomorphic to ωR ⊗R R/(x
u+1). Thanks to Lemma
3.5, we have homomorphisms f1, . . . , fs : ωR → R such that fi ⊗R R
′′ = f˜i ⊗R R
′′ for all
i = 1, . . . , s. Thus we get the following inclusions
trR(ωR)R
′′ ⊇
s∑
i=1
Im(fi ⊗R R
′′) =
s∑
i=1
Im(f˜i ⊗R R
′′) = trR′(ωR′)R
′′.
(2) Assume xu is contained in trR(ω). Then by Lemma 3.2, trR(ωR)R
′ contains
(xu)R′. Therefore by (1), we have trR(ωR) = π
−1(trR′(ωR′)). It follows that res(R) =
ℓ(R′/ trR(ωR)R
′) = ℓ(R′/ trR′(ωR′)) = res(R
′). 
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4. Annihilators of ExtiR(ω,R)
In this section we aim to understand the relationship between ExtiR(ω,R) and trω. To
state our main result in this section, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω. Assume
that R has Cohen–Macaulay type 2 and is generically Gorenstein. Then for any i > 0,
ExtiR(ω,R)
∼= Exti+1R (Trω,R) .
Proof. A homomorphism σ : ω → ω∗∗ given by z 7→ [f 7→ f(z)] fits into an exact sequence
0→ Ext1R(Trω,R)→ ω
σ
−→ ω∗∗ → Ext2R(Trω,R)→ 0.
Since R is generically Gorenstein and has type 2, ω is isomorphic to a 2-generated ideal
I = (a, b) of R. Then we have a short exact sequence
0→ ω∗
α
−→ R⊕2
(a,b)
−−→ ω → 0,
where α is given by an assighnment f 7→ (f(b),−f(a))T . Taking an R-dual of this
sequence, we obtain a diagram
0 // ω∗
α
// R⊕2
(a,b)
//
β

ω //
σ

0
0 // ω∗ // R⊕2
α∗
// ω∗∗ // Ext1R(ω,R)
// 0
, where β is an automorphism ( 0 −11 0 ), and isomorphisms Ext
i
R(ω
∗, R) ∼= Exti+1R (ω,R) for
all i > 0. Since ω∗ ∼= Ω2Trω, we get isomorphisms Exti+2R (Trω,R)
∼= Exti+1R (ω,R) for all
i > 0. The commutativity of the square can be checked by diagram chases. Thus by the
snake lemma, we obtain isomorphisms Ext2(Trω,R) ∼= Coker σ ∼= Ext1R(ω,R). 
In [3, 12], an analog of a conjecture of Tachikawa is discussed. The statement of the
conjecture is as follows.
Conjecture 4.2 (Tachikawa). Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical
module ω. If ExtiR(ω,R) = 0 for all i > 0, then R is Gorenstein.
Inspired by this conjecture, we put the following question on nearly Gorenstein rings.
Question 4.3. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω. Assume
mExtiR(ω,R) = 0 for all i > 0. Then is it true that R is nearly Gorenstein?
The following theorem gives a partial answer for the above question in the case of
generically Gorenstein and Cohen–Macaulay type at most 2.
Theorem 4.4. Let R be a d-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local ring of Cohen–Macaulay
type at most 2 with a canonical module ω. Then R is nearly Gorenstein if and only if R
is generically Gorenstein and mExtiR(ω,R) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d.
Proof. The “only if” part follows by Lemma 2.4. We now aim to show the “if” part.
Suppose mExtiR(ω,R) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d. Take a non-maximal prime ideal p. Then
ExtiRp(ωp, Rp) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , d. By our assumption, Rp is generically Gorenstein.
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Thus it follows from Lemma 4.1 that Exti+1Rp (Trωp, Rp) = 0 for all all i = 1, . . . , d. By
Lemma 2.14, it yields that Rp is Gorenstein. Consequently, R is Gorenstein on the
punctured spectrum. Then by Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 2.11, we obtain equalities
trω = annExtd+1R (Trω,R) = annExt
d
R(ω,R) ⊇ m.
It means that R is nearly Gorenstein. 
5. Weakly almost Gorenstein rings
Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω. In the rest of this
section, we denote by r the Cohen–Macaulay type of R. Recall that there is another
notion of almost Gorenstein rings [11].
Definition 5.1 (Goto–Takahashi–Taniguchi). R is almost Gorenstein if there exists a
short exact sequence
0→ R→ ω → C → 0
such that µ(C) = e(C). We remark that if dimR = 1, then C should be isomorphic to
k⊕r−1.
We relax the above definition for small dimensions and introduce the notion of weakly
almost Gorenstein rings.
Definition 5.2. Let (R,m, k) be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring of Krull dimension at most
1 with a canonical module ω. We say that R is weakly almost Gorenstein if there exists
an exact sequence
R→ ω → k⊕n → 0
for some n ≥ 0.
One-dimensional almost Gorenstein rings are weakly almost Gorenstein.
Proposition 5.3. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω
and Krull dimension 1. Then R is almost Gorenstein if and only if R is weakly almost
Gorenstein.
Proof. The “only if” part is clear. Suppose dimR > 0 and there is an exact sequence
R
ϕ
−→ ω → k⊕n → 0. Then ϕ is injective by [11, Lemma 3.1]. Therefore R is almost
Gorenstein. 
We can also see another simple example as follow.
Example 5.4. Let (R,m) be an artinian local ring with m2 = 0 (for example, R =
k[x1, . . . , xn]/(x1, . . . , xn)
2, where k is a field). Then R is weakly almost Gorenstein.
Indeed, let ω be a canonical module of R. Then we have an equality m2ω = 0, and
hence socω = mω. Since socω has length one, we can define a surjective homomorphism
s : R → socω. Composing s with an inclusion socω → ω, we get a homomorphism
ϕ : R → ω, whose image contains socω = mω. It follows that mCokerϕ = 0, i.e.
Cokerϕ ∼= k⊕n for some n.
Now we give a proof of Theorem 1.3.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. (1) ⇐⇒ (2): This equivalence is shown in Proposition 5.3.
(2) =⇒ (3): Fix a regular element x. Tensoring R/(x) with the exact sequence
R → ω → k⊕n → 0 over R, we get an exact sequence R/(x)→ ωR/(x) → k
⊕n → 0. Thus
R/(x) is weakly almost Gorenstein. The implication (3) =⇒ (4) is clear. (4) =⇒ (2):
Assume x ∈ m2 is a regular element, and R/(x) is weakly almost Gorenstein. Then there
exists an element a ∈ ωR/(x) with an isomorphism ωR/(x)/(a) ∼= k
⊕n. Pick a lift b ∈ ωR of
a along the natural surjection ω → ω/xω = ωR/(x). It follows that
ω/((b) + xω) ∼= (ω/(b))⊗R (R/(x)) ∼= ωR/(x)/(a) ∼= k
⊕n.
Hence we obtain an inequality (b) + xω ⊇ mω. Since x ∈ m2, Nakayama’s lemma implies
that (b) ⊇ mω. Thus R is weakly almost Gorenstein. 
The following implication is found in [13, Proposition 6.1].
Theorem 5.5 (Herzog–Hibi–Stamate [13]). Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a
canonical module ω. Assume R is almost Gorenstein and has Krull dimension one. Then
R is nearly Gorenstein.
We extend this result for weakly almost Gorenstein rings.
Theorem 5.6. Let R be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω. Assume
R is weakly almost Gorenstein. Then R is nearly Gorenstein.
To prove this theorem, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 5.7. Let (R,m) be an artinian local ring. Then R/ socR is Gorenstein if and
only if R is isomorphic to S/I, where (S, n) is a regular local ring and I is an n-primary
ideal (xp1) + n(x2, . . . , xn) for some p ≥ 2 and minimal generators x1, . . . , xn of n. In this
case, R has Cohen–Macaulay type n.
Proof. Suppose that R/ socR is Gorenstein. Take a Cohen presentation R = S/I, i.e.
(S, n) is a regular local ring and I ⊆ n2 is an ideal. Then R/ socR is isomorphic to
S/(I :S n). The ideal I :S n is Burch (See [8, Corollary 2.4]), and our assumption
says that S/(I :S n) is Gorenstein. It follows from [8, Theorem 4.4] that there exists
minimal generators x1, . . . , xn of n and some q ≥ 1 such that the equality I :S n =
(xq1, x2, . . . , xn) holds. Then by inclusions n(I :S n) ⊆ I ⊆ n
2 ∩ (I :S n), we can see that
I = (xq+11 ) + n(x2, . . . , xn).
Conversely, assume R = S/I, where (S, n) is a regular local ring and I is (xp1) +
n(x2, . . . , xn) for some p ≥ 2 and minimal generators x1, . . . , xn of n. Then an equality
I :S n = (x
p−1
1 ) + (x2, . . . , xn) holds. It follows that R/ socR is isomorphic to an artinian
principal ideal ring S/(I :S n) ∼= (S/(x2, . . . , xn))/(x
p−1
1 ), which is Gorenstein.
Finaly, we note that the Cohen–Macaulay type of R is equal to ℓ((I :S n)/I) = n. 
Lemma 5.8. Let (R,m) be a weakly almost Gorenstein ring with a canonical module
ω. Then there exists an exact sequence R
ϕ
−→ ω → k⊕r−1 → 0, where r is a Cohen–
Macaulay type of R. In this case, the kernel of ϕ is generated by m-elements in socR,
where m = max{dimk socR− 1, 0}.
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Proof. We may assume that R is non-Gorenstein. If dimR > 0, then the assertion follows
by Theorem 1.3 and [11, Corollary 3.10]. Thus we may suppose that R is artinian. By
definition, there exists an exact sequence R
ϕ
−→ ω → k⊕n → 0 for some n.
Then the image Imϕ contains mω. Taking a canonical dual (−)† to an exact se-
quence 0 → socR → R → R/ socR → 0, we see that mω = (R/ socR)†. In particular,
ann(mω) = socR. It follows that Kerϕ = ann(Imϕ) ⊆ ann(mω) = socR. Remark
that ℓR(Kerϕ) = ℓ(R) − ℓ(ω) + ℓ(k
⊕n) = ℓ(k⊕n) = n. Hence once we get n = r − 1,
the latter half assertion also follows. To show that n = r − 1, it is enough to see that
Imϕ 6= mω. Thus we only have to deal with the case that Imϕ = mω. In this case,
Kerϕ = ann Imϕ = socR. Thus R/ socR = R/Kerϕ is isomorphic to a submodule of ω.
It means that R/ socR has Cohen–Macaulay type one. It follows from Lemma 5.7 that
R is isomorphic to S/I, where (S, n) is a regular local ring and I = (xp1) + n(x2, . . . , xr)
for some p ≥ 2 and some minimal generators x1, . . . , xr of n. We may set R = S/I. Let
J = (xp1) + (x2, . . . , xs) be an ideal of S. Then J contains I, and contained in I :S n.
Note that S/J is an artinian principal ideal ring, and hence a Gorenstein ring. There-
fore as an R-module, R/JR has Cohen–Macaulay type one. It then follows that there
exists an injective homomorphism ψ : R/JR → ωR. The kernel of ψ is JR, which is
a submodule of socR = (I :S n)/I of length r − 1. Thus we have an exact sequence
0 → k⊕r−1 → R → ω. Taking the canonical dual of this sequence, we get the desired
exact sequence R→ ω → k⊕r−1 → 0. 
The following lemma is essentially same as [11, Theorem 7.8]. We give a proof within
our context.
Lemma 5.9. Let (R,m) be a non-Gorenstein Cohen–Macaulay local ring with a canonical
module ω. Then R is weakly almost Gorenstein if and only if ω has a free presentation
R⊕q
A
−→ R⊕r → ω → 0 with an q × r matrix
A =


y21 . . . y2n y31 . . . y3n . . . yr1 . . . yrn z1 . . . zm
x1 . . . xn 0 0 0 0
0 x1 . . . xn 0 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 x1 . . . xn 0

 ,
where n = edimR, m = max{dimk socR−1, 0}, q = (r−1)n+m, z1, . . . , zm are elements
in socR, and x1, . . . , xn is a system of minimal generators of m.
Proof. Suppose that R is weakly almost Gorenstein. Then by Lemma 5.8, there is an
exact sequence R
ϕ
−→ ω → k⊕r−1 → 0, and the kernel of ϕ is generated by m-elements
z1, . . . , zm of socR. Hence R
⊕m (z1,...,zm)−−−−−→ R → Imϕ → 0 is a free presentation. Note
that k has a free presentation R⊕n
(x1,...,xn)
−−−−−→ R→ k → 0. Applying the horseshoe lemma
to the short exact sequence 0 → Imϕ → ω → k⊕r−1 → 0, we obtain a free presentation
R⊕q
A
−→ R⊕r → ω → 0 with the desired matrix A.
Conversely, suppose that ω has a free presentation R⊕q
A
−→ R⊕r
ε
−→ ω → 0, where A
is a matrix as in the statement. Let e1, . . . , er be a standard R-basis of the free module
R⊕r. Then for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, xiej − yj+1ier is in the image
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of A. This means that xiε(ej) = yj+1iε(er). Since ω is generated by ε(e1), . . . , ε(er), it
follows that mω ⊆ (ε(er)). Let ϕ be a homomorphism R → ω sending 1 to ε(er). Then
we see that Imϕ ⊇ mω. This implies that Cokerϕ is isomorphic to a sum of copies of k.
It shows that R is weakly almost Gorenstein. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6. We may assume that R is non-Gorenstein. Take a free presentation
G
A
−→ F → ω → 0 of ω, where A is a matrix given in Lemma 5.9. Then we have
a free resolution · · · → H
B
−→ F ∗
AT
−−→ G∗ → Trω → 0 of Trω. By [13, Proposition
3.1], tr(ω) is equal to I1(B). Consider vectors v1 = (x1,−y21,−y31, . . . ,−yr1)
T , v2 =
(x2,−y22,−y32, . . . ,−yr2)
T , . . . , vn = (xn,−y2n,−y3n, . . . ,−yrn)
T in F ∗. We can check
that an ideal Ij := I2
(
yj1 . . . yjn
x1 . . . xn
)
annihilates ω. Since ω is faithful, one has Ij = 0.
It follows that AT (vi) = 0, which means that the columns of B generate v1, . . . , vn. In
particular, one has I1(B) ⊇ I1(v1) + · · · I1(vn) ⊇ (x1, . . . , xn) = m. We conclude that R is
nearly Gorenstein. 
Recall that an artinian local ring R is called Teter or a Teter’s ring if it is isomorphic
to S/ socS for some artinian Gorenstien local ring S. It is shown in [15, Corollary 2.2]
that Teter rings are nearly Gorenstein. We give the following characterization of weakly
almost Gorenstein rings in terms of Teter rings.
Theorem 5.10. Let (R,m, k) be an artinian local ring. Consider the following conditions.
(1) R is weakly almost Gorenstein.
(2) There exists an ideal I ⊆ socR such that R/I is Gorenstein.
(3) R/ socR is Teter.
(4) R/ socR has self-canonical dual maximal ideal (i.e. HomR(m/ socR, ω) ∼= m/ socR.)
Then implications (1)⇔(2)⇒(3)⇒(4) hold. If k is infinite, then an implication (4)⇒(1)
also holds.
In the proof of this theorem, we use the following lemma.
Lemma 5.11. Let (R,m) be a local ring. Let m = m1 ⊕ m2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ mn be a direct sum
decomposition. Then for any R-homomorphism α : mi → mj, its image Imα is contained
in soc(mj) for any i, j with i 6= j.
Proof. For any i 6= j, we have mimj ⊆ mi∩mj = 0. Thus ann(mi) ⊇ m1+· · ·+mˇi+· · ·+mn.
It follows that ann Imα ⊇ ann(mi) + ann(mj) ⊇ m1 + · · ·+ mˇi + · · ·+mn +mi = m. This
shows that Imα ⊆ soc(mj). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.10.
Proof of Theorem 5.10. (1) =⇒ (2): Take an exact sequence R
ϕ
−→ ω → k⊕n → 0. Then
Imϕ contains mω. Thus Kerϕ = ann Imϕ is contained in socR. Set I := Kerϕ. Then
R/I ∼= Imϕ ⊆ ω, which implies that soc(R/I) has dimension one over k. This means that
R/I is Gorenstein. (2) =⇒ (1): Consider a short exact sequence 0→ I → R→ R/I → 0.
Taking the canonical dual of this, we get an exact sequence 0 → HomR(R/I, ω) →
ω → HomR(I, ω) → 0. Since I is in socR, HomR(I, ω) is isomorphic to k
⊕n for some
n. The Gorensteiness of R/I implies that HomR(R/I, ω) ∼= R/I. Thus we obtain an
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exact sequence 0 → I → R → ω → k⊕n → 0, which shows that R is weakly almost
Gorenstien. (1) =⇒ (3): We may assume I 6= socR. Then one can see that R/ socR ∼=
(R/I)/(soc(R/I)). Therefore R/ socR is Teter. (3) =⇒ (4) See [1] for instance.
Now assume k is infinite. (4) =⇒ (2): Set (−)† := HomR(−, ω). Consider an R-free
presentation R⊕m → R⊕n
(f1,...,fn)
−−−−−→ m† → 0 of m†. Here fi is a non-zero homomorphism
R → m†. Note that
⋂
iKer fi = ann(m
†) = ann(m) = socR. We set gi := fi(1) to be
a homomorphism from m to ω. The kernel I of a linear combination g := a1g1 + · · · +
angn : m → ω with ai ∈ R gives a Gorenstein quotient R/I. Remark that I is contained
in Ker f , where f := a1f1+ · · ·+anfn. Thus we want to find elements a1, . . . , an such that
Ker f is contained in socR. Let hi be homomorphisms m→ m ·m
† which are restrictions
of fi, and h be a sum a1h1+ · · ·+ anhn. Then m
⊕n (h1,...,hn)−−−−−→ m ·m† → 0 is exact. We also
have Ker f = Ker h. Thus we aim to find elements a1, . . . , an such that Ker h is contained
in socR. Put X = m/ socR. Since socR annihilates m†, hi induces a homomorphism
h¯i : X → m · m
† for any i. There is a short exact sequence 0 → socR → m → X → 0.
Applying (−)†, we get a short exact sequence 0 → X† → m† → (socR)† → 0. It follows
that X† ∼= m · m†. By our assumption, X ∼= X†. Therefore, there is an isomorphism
ϕ : m · m† → X . Now we have endomorphisms ϕ ◦ h¯i of X . Take a decomposition
X = X1 ⊕X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xm with indecomposables Xi, and assume that Xj ∼= k if and only
if j = s+ 1, . . . , m (we admit s > m). Let ιj : Xj → X be inclusions and pj : X → Xj be
projections. Set hijl := pl ◦ ϕ ◦ h¯i ◦ ιj : Xj → Xl.
Claim 1. If j 6= l and l ≤ s, then the image Imhijl is contained in mXl for any i.
Proof of Claim 1. Note that X = m/ socR is a maximal ideal of R/ socR. By Lemma
5.11, Imhijl is contained in soc(Xl). Since Xl is indecomposable and not isomorphic to
k, soc(Xl) is contained in mXl. 
Claim 2. For any l = 1, . . . , s, there is an index i such that hill : Xl → Xl is an automor-
phism.
Proof. Fix an integer l ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Since (h¯1, . . . , h¯n) : X
⊕n → m · m† is surjective, we
obtain an equality
∑
i,j Im hijl = Xl. By Claim 1, Imhijl is contained in mXl for any i, j
with j 6= l. It follows by Nakayama’s lemma that
∑
i Imhill = Xl. Suppose that hill is
not an automorphism for any i. As Xl is indecomposable, EndR(Xl) is local. Thus hill
is contained in J := Jac(EndR(Xl)), the Jacobson radical of EndR(Xl). This yields that
Imhill ⊆ JXl. It follows that
∑
i Imhill ⊆ JXl. By Nakayama’s lemma, it implies that∑
i Imhjll 6= Xl, a contradiction. Therefore there is an index i with an automorphism
hill. 
In particular, Claim 2 shows that the Zariski open set
Uj := {(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ k
⊕n | det(b1(h1jj ⊗R k) + · · ·+ bn(hnjj ⊗R k)) 6= 0}
is non-empty for any j = 1, . . . , s. Since
⋂
iKer hi =
⋂
iKer fi = socR, one has⋂
iKer h¯i = 0. From this equality and an isomorphism Xj
∼= k for j > s, we see that
for any j > s, there exists i(j) such that h¯i(j) ◦ ιl : Xj → m · m
† is injective. Now we set
Uj := {(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ k
⊕n | bi(j)6=0} for any j > s. Then Uj is non-empty Zariski open
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set for any j = 1, . . . , s, s + 1, . . .m. Since k is infinite, U := U1 ∩ U2 ∩ · · · ∩ Um is also
non-empty. Take an element (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R
⊕n such that its image in (R/m)⊕n = k⊕n
belongs to U . Set a homomorphism h¯ = a1h¯1+ · · ·+ anh¯n from X to m ·m
†. Then by the
definition of U , (pj ◦ϕ ◦ h¯ ◦ ιj)⊗R k is an automorphism on Xj/mXj for any j = 1, . . . , s.
This yields that pj ◦ϕ◦ h¯◦ ιj is also an automorphism on Xj. This particularly shows that
h¯ ◦ ιj is injective. On the other hand, h¯ ◦ ιj : Xj → m · m
† is injective for j > s. Thus h¯
is injective on any summand of X . This says that h¯ is injective. Now we get an equality
Ker(a1h1 + · · ·+ anhn) = socR, which completes the proof. 
Corollary 5.12. Let (S, n) be a local ring and I ⊆ n2 be an n-primary ideal of S. Assume
that S/I is Gorenstein. Then for any ideal J of S such that nI ⊆ J ⊆ I, S/J is weakly
almost Gorenstien. In particular, S/J is nearly Gorenstein for such an ideal J .
Proof. We may assume that dimS ≥ 2. Fix an ideal J with inclusions nI ⊆ J ⊆ I. Set
R = S/J . Then since I ⊆ n2 and S/I is Gorenstein, I is not a Burch ideal [8, Theorem
4.4]. It means that an equality nI :S n = I :S n holds. Then we see from the inclusions
nI :S n ⊆ J :S n ⊆ I :S n = nI :S n that I ⊆ I :S n = J :S n. This yields that IR
is an ideal of R contained in socR = (J :S n)/J . Note that R/IR = S/I is Gorenstein
by the assumption. Thus Theorem 5.10 shows that R is weakly almost Gorenstein. The
remaining assertion follows from Theorem 5.6. 
Using Corollary 5.12, we can provide many examples of weakly almost Gorenstein rings.
Example 5.13. Let S be a power series ring k[[x, y, z]] of three variables over a field k.
Let n denote the maximal ideal (x, y, z)S of S. Fix integers a > 1, b > 1, c > 1. Let I be
a monomial ideal (xa, yb, zc). Note that S/I is Gorenstein. Assume J is an ideal of one
of the following forms.
(a) (xa, yb) + n(zc) = (xa, yb, xzc, yzc, zc+1).
(b) (xa) + n(yb, zc) = (xa, xyb, yb+1, ybz, xzc, yzc, zc+1).
(c) nI = (xa+1, xay, xaz, xyb, yb+1, ybz, xzc, yzc, zc+1).
Then J satisfies nI ⊆ J ⊆ I, and hence S/J is weakly almost Gorenstein by Corollary
5.12.
Example 5.14. Let S be a power series ring k[[x, y, z]] of three variables over a field k.
Let n denote the maximal ideal (x, y, z)S of S. Fix an integer m ≥ 2. L. Christensen,
O. Velice and J. Weyman [7, Proposition 3.3] give an n-primary Gorensten ideal gm ⊆ n
2
minimally generated by 2m + 1 elements. Let g be one of the minimal generators of gm
listed in [7, Proposition 3.3], let b be the ideal generated by remaining generators of gm,
and put a = ng + b. Then a satisfies ngm ⊆ a ⊆ gm, and hence S/a is weakly almost
Gorenstein by Corollary 5.12.
Remark that in [7, Proposition 3.5], the authors also determine the structure of Koszul
homology algebra of S/a along classification results of [4, 22].
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